ARTICLE  . To see if the Town will vote to establish a Sustainability Commission for the purpose of focusing the town’s efforts to become a measurably sustainable community by:

- Raising awareness and educating town officials and townspeople on sustainability concepts and trends;
- Providing sustainability materials and advice for town plans, policies, and operations;
- Identifying opportunities for improved collaboration to enhance sustainability;
- Proposing specific sustainability actions, including energy efficiency;
- Regularly reviewing progress toward sustainability;
- Preparing an annual report to inform the Town on how well the Town is achieving its goal to become a sustainable community.

The Sustainability Commission shall consist of nine (9) members to be appointed by the Board of Selectmen. The members will serve terms of three (3) years, provided, however, that of the members originally appointed three (3) shall be appointed for a term of one (1) year; three (3) for a term of two (2) years; three (3) for a term of three (3) years, as designated by the Board of Selectmen.

SUSTAINABILITY STUDY COMMITTEE